Press Release 20 October 2015

MARCIALONGA MEETS THE WORLD
ON STAGE AT THE EXPO MILANO 2015 

 The Universal Expo Milano 2015 to host the Marcialonga presentation press conference
Marcialonga unveils all the news for the 2016 events


Since the beginning of May, the city of Milan has become a global showcase with around 150 countries proudly showing their technology, their culture and values, all with the common goal to guarantee healthy and sufficient food for everybody while respecting our planet. The Expo Milano 2015 is moving fast towards the end, however the time has now come to speak about and officially present to the world Italy's most renowned cross country skiing event. On Friday 23 October, the 2016 Marcialonga press conference will take place inside the KIP International School's pavillion where the idea of feeding the planet while offering a fascinating and sustainable land is greatly depicted. 
“Attractive territories for a sustainable world” is the title of the KIP pavillion in Milan and the main issue is to promote knowledge, innovations, policies and practices that are coherent with the values of the United Nations and Marcialonga too. The Italian sport event, to get on track for the 43rd time next 31 January in Val di Fiemme and Val di Fassa, aims to promote the land it takes place into and the values and traditions of the people.
Since the very first running in 1971, the Marcialonga di Fiemme e Fassa XC Skiing event in Trentino region might be viewed as a fantastic cultural carrier other than a mere sport competition, where snow lovers and sport passionates from all over the world meet up and share an incredible multicultural event at the foot of outstanding Dolomites.
The notorious Italian ski-marathon will be unveiled at Friday's press meeting in Milan along with next June's  Marcialonga Cycling Craft road race (part of the Gran Fondo World Tour series) and next September's Marcialonga Running Coop event.
The XC Skiing event will once again be a major step of the Worldloppet and Visma Ski Classics series plus the FIS Worldloppet Cup. 
Info: www.marcialonga.it 


